Rebuilding a Citroen D Height Corrector
By Mark Bardenwerper, Updated June, 2022
Rebuilding height correctors is one of the key steps to restoring correct suspension performance. Bad
height correctors are to blame for a wide variety of maladies, including sudden drops, erratic height
control response, wandering height, even frequent cycling of the pump due to fluid pressure loss. In the
short time I have owned D’s I think I have seen every one of these.
No rebuild is complete without cleaning out the crossover labyrinth. In order for the spool valve to find
center, in combination with end springs in good condition, it must have equal pressure on both sides.
Excess fluid that finds its way out to either end must have a way out. The tiny disks and spacers that
populate the crossover trap sludge and tiny particles, which interfere with the passage of fluid from the
ends of the corrector to the reservoir return.
The tools shown below are used to service the crossover. The diameter of a 5/16” bolt has been ground
down slightly, then a slot cut in its end just wide enough to straddle the outer end of the brass retainer.
It is the equivalent to the tool MR 1376-50 mentioned in the manual. A nail is selected that closely
matches the diameter of the hole on the end opposite from the plug. The tip is ground flat to prevent
damaging the thin metal spacers. Once the plug has been unscrewed, the pile of disks and spacers are
pushed out using the nail.
You may run into trouble trying to get the spacers and disks out. However, they all have to be removed
to get all the dirt out. These disks are incredibly thin, and when you push the nail in, some of the spacers
might get impaled. You should have some spare correctors, so you can scavenge replacement disks,
should you damage them. They are no longer available that I know of, and finding out on some dreary
Saturday evening is not the right time to be wondering where you are going to find more. You may
discover that a few of the spacers will be stuck in the tiny passage. The only way I know of to get them
out is to select a small tap and thread it into the spacer far enough to have something to tug on.
If you are in a desperate situation where you have damaged disks, you can reuse them. Just put an
equal number of them on each side. It is the tiny holes in their centers that provide the dampening
action that keep the spool valve from oscillating. It might be more important to have this be as equal
as possible on each side than having them all intact.
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The crossover hole must be cleaned thoroughly and the passageways cleared with compressed air and
solvent spray. The disks and spacers are cleaned carefully, dropped back in the hole one at a time, then
straightened with a long thin tool. I found it easy to work with the tiny parts by laying everything out on
a clean square of white muslin bed sheet. A disk goes in first. There are 4 disks and 3 spacers on each
side of the passage spacer. A disk is on each side of the spacer, and the last piece is a disk. The brass
plug can then be reinstalled and tightened slightly. Do not use any sealant or thread compound here.
This plug needs to be able to be removed easily and any foreign substance could interfere with fluid
movements.
The following pages are from the Citroen Repair Manual 814, which covers specific DS models and
years. However, it is a nice manual to have if you own any model D because many of the operations are
transferable. For instance, the height correctors were little changed since the model inception, except for
the very first ones, and even then, those gave a lot of trouble and were often replaced.
One major note of caution; this manual was written before the use of LHM and consequently, where
solvents used for cleaning suspension parts are mentioned, you MUST use the proper solvents
depending upon the fluid used in your car. For LHM cars, use LHM, gasoline or mineral spirits. For
LHS cars, use alcohol, water or hexylene glycol. Converting an LHM corrector to LHS or vice-versa is
a matter of using compatible rubber parts.
These instructions call for prefilling the height correctors before reinstalling them. Everyone I have
discussed this with have reported that it is not necessary, that air trapped in them is of no consequence
because they are not in the braking system and both return paths, the low and the high, go straight to the
reservoir, so there is no need to bleed your system when you are finished except as a precaution.
Installing correctors back on the car is usually easiest if you mount them loosely, then thread the
hydraulic piping in. Always use new seals. Having the corrector a bit loose allows you to wiggle it
around to get the threads started without bending excessively on the tubing. Always start the threads by
hand to prevent cross threading. Once you have all of the plumbing connections started, you can wrench
tighten, first, the mounts, then the piping. Make sure you tighten the piping only until it stops turning.
Unlike cars with flare-type connections, these cars rely on the rubber seals for leakage control.
When you are satisfied with your work, you can top off your reservoir, start the car and check for leaks.
Raise and lower the car a few times to void pockets of air and you should be rewarded with a much
more stable ride.
I never discuss doing any work on the underside of our cars without stressing the vital importance of
using safe raising and blocking practices using only proper equipment. Keeping your work area
organized and clean makes the work much easier. But most of all, pay particular attention to your work
area when opening hydraulic parts. You do not want to introduce more problems with extraneous dirt or
contaminants.
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